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The spot resin market saw activity pick up substantially in mid-June
as more participants returned to the market in search of lower-priced
material, which remained relatively available, and for some grades
abundant. Our transactional volume improved as the week wore on
bringing a solid net tally. Prime Polyethylene and Polypropylene prices gave back another penny as processors sought further discounts
amid growing domestic stockpiles and declining feedstock monomer
markets. The lower pricing also comes as some producers
have dropped Houston export pricing to open up incremental offshore
sales and move out the oversupply of material that remains
packed within many warehouses in Houston and across the US. In the
meantime, producers continued trying to preserve and expand margins
with reductions in their summer price increase initiatives rather than
addressing outright price concessions, which have support from fundamental downward pressure.
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Major Indices reported a $.03/lb increase for May PE, though some
contract participants not tied to an index were able to avoid paying
the full increase for now. As we have said earlier in the month, we
have rarely, if ever, seen a PE contract decrease in the immediate
month following an increase in all our 20+ years of marking resin
markets. This market continues to feel weak amid overall negative
economic sentiment, and our outlook for a rollover in June PE contracts remains intact. One PP producer is also seeking an additional
margin enhancing gain in June, after a $.03/lb margin increase was
implemented in May to partially offset the dime decrease, which was
PGP-cost related, for a net $.07/lb drop for May.
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Spot Range

Resin for Sale 14,454,320 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Low

TPE Market

High

Bid

Ask

PP Homo - Inj

2,612,808

$

0.830

$ 1.030

$

0.860

$

0.960

PP Copo - Inj

2,426,300

$

0.930

$ 1.100

$

0.960

$

1.060

LLDPE - Inj

1,882,024

$

0.790

$ 0.900

$

0.800

$

0.850

HDPE - Inj

1,776,392

$

0.740

$ 0.820

$

0.760

$

0.810

HDPE - Blow

1,689,656

$

0.740

$ 0.840

$

0.760

$

0.810

LLDPE - Film

1,446,116

$

0.740

$ 0.860

$

0.790

$

0.840

LDPE - Film

1,391,380

$

0.760

$ 0.890

$

0.820

$

0.870

LDPE - Inj

687,368

$

0.740

$ 0.920

$

0.840

$

0.890

HMWPE - Film

542,276

$

0.710

$ 0.780

$

0.700

$

0.750

Energy complex pricing plummeted, with steep losses seen across the
board; a reversal of the upward trend that has been driven by ongoing
geopolitical issues and strong demand for gasoline and Nat Gas during
the peak summer season, which had kept the markets buoyed at
heightened levels. Crude Oil markets crumbled on recession worries
and demand concerns after the US and central banks in Europe raised
interest rates. WTI crude ended its 7-week surge, while Brent came
down for the first time in 4 weeks. July WTI started higher
and peaked on Tuesday at $123.68/bbl and then eroded $15.43/lb to a
low of $108.25/bbl on Friday before finishing the week at $109.56/bbl
for a huge net loss of $11.11/bbl (-9.21%).
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Brent followed a similar pattern and set a Tuesday ceiling at $125.18/
bbl, only to chunk off $13.46/bbl to a low of $111.72/bbl on Friday
before recovering a bit to $113.12/bbl, it was a weekly loss of nearly
$9/bbl (-7.29%). Nat Gas extended its losses for a second consecutive
week after Freeport LNG said its Texas export terminal, damaged due
to a fire earlier this month, would not be back online until late 2022.
July Nat Gas futures established a high of $8.95/mmBtu on Monday
and dropped a staggering $2/mmBtu to a low of $6.88/mmBtu on Friday. The week ended with July Nat Gas settled at $6.94/mmBtu for a
weekly net loss of almost $1.91/mmBtu, a whopping 21%. NGLs
were also down as Ethane peeled off nearly 4 cents to end Friday at
$.636/gal ($.268/lb), while Propane erased almost 2 cents to close the
week at $1.210/gal ($.342/lb).
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Monomer market activity ramped back up for both Ethylene and Polymer-Grade Propylene as volumes were heavy and prices also dropped.
Ethylene interest was high, daily transactions were seen, and prices slid all week, save for a slight uptick seen on Wednesday. June ethylene first exchanged hands midweek at $.29/lb and $.2825 in TX.
The following day June ethylene sold at $.295/lb in LA. The TX
weighted average ended Friday with a weekly loss of nearly 11% as
June slashed off $.0325/lb to finish just below $.27/lb. Forward
months were more active during the week as 3Q dealings were done
from a high of $.2975/lb on Monday to a low of $.2675/lb for July on
Friday. Business was also confirmed for 4Q deliveries as November
traded at $.29/lb and December at $.30/lb on Tuesday. On Friday, all
contract delivery months dipped well below $.30/lb, while Jan ’24 and
beyond rested at $.28/lb.
The PGP market bounced back from a quiet week with solid participation and hefty volume as traders rushed from the get-go to either
secure or sell material. June PGP opened on Monday with a couple of
dated June transactions at $.46/lb and another on Tuesday at the same
level. By Thursday, June traded lower a couple of times at $.455/lb.
The week ended with the weighted June average closing at $.477/lb, a
weekly drop of $.017/lb. Forward PGP months were also quite active, with the week’s final Friday dealings done at $.4525/lb
for all July, 3Q and 4Q timing. For 2H, PGP had traded several times
at $.47/lb early in the week. Forward delivery months saw slightly
larger losses widening the backdated shape of the curve.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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As we mentioned last week, unless the market makes a drastic pivot to
the upside, based on current levels, another large contract drop of
$.10/lb+ is forecasted. As a reminder, May PGP contracts had previously settled a full dime lower to $.61/lb after April had sliced off a
mere $.01/lb from March to $.71/lb.
Our Polyethylene sales, which had been slow, moved closer to average during this past week. PE availability has been improving, which
was reinforced by recent industry data, which showed an 85 million
lb monthly increase in collective upstream inventories as of the end
of May, but even as such, some grades have still been difficult to
source. Key commodity grade resins like HDPE for Blow Mold and
LLDPE for Film & Injection were all major movers for us this week,
while LDPE Film also saw some decent demand. Though offgrade
prices have indeed slipped, and large buyers have been talking the
market down to seemingly unrealistic levels, producer offgrade auctions which ended at healthy prices showed how resilient the PE market truly is. After securing a tenuous $.03/lb increase for May, a second major PE producer has now relaxed its original June increase nomination, this time from $.06/lb down to $.03/lb. This follows another producer announcement a week earlier, putting customers on notice that
it was reducing its June PE increase of $.09/lb to $.05/lb. Both producers have also announced a $.05/lb increase on PE for July. The proposed price increases come as the hurricane season slowly advances towards its peak period, while producers also look to maintain relatively high domestic resin prices
before another new major producer is expected to enter the market with new PE capacity over the next two months.
Polypropylene trading activity continued to gather momentum into mid-month but then slowed as energy and other major markets fell sharply during the
back part of the week. Completed volumes were skewed towards HoPP over CoPP and evenly split by quality. Ultimately, our spot PP pricing for the
week dropped a penny on average amid heavier Prime and Offgrade railcar offerings and lax demand. PP prices have slipped $.03/lb since the beginning
of May and a total of $.07/lb in the past 6 weeks, though still remain up $.06/lb from the beginning of 2022. Despite this recent downtrend, which comes
amid recovering inventories, and declining feedstock costs, there is another unconcerted effort to enhance margins by $.03/lb in June. Even with falling
PP prices in the US, falling incoming ocean freight rates have helped to maintain the open arbitrage from Asia, but given significant timing and logistics
risks, only limited volumes of resin have been seen sailing towards our shores.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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